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Welcome to Family Life 131

• Tonight's Agenda
 Prelude:  Adding/Dropping/Waitlists
 REVIEW SYLLABUS
 INTRODUCTION TO FAMILY LIFE
 CHAPTER 1:  Human Intimacy…..
 Drop/Add Students

“Happiness is having a large, loving, caring, close-knit
family that lives in another city.”       George Burns

    “Other things may change us, but we start and end with the
family.”        Anthony Brandt !



Introduction

• Caveats regarding this class
 Discussion is encouraged--Crosstalk is discouraged
 Subject matter may bring about strong feelings
 Subject matter can affect your family
 Make good choices about how you participate (this is

class, not group therapy)
 Be respectful of each other at all times

• How you say things
• Personal conversations are just fine before/after class

 Laugh when your teacher makes a joke – even a bad
one.  That is, enjoy yourself



Intro Reading

A family is far more than a collection of individuals sharing a specific
physical and psychological space.  A family is a natural social
system, with properties all its own, one that has evolved a set of
rules, is replete with assigned and ascribed roles for its members,
has an organized power structure, has developed intricate overt and
covert forms of communication, and has elaborated ways of
negotiation and problem solving that permit various tasks to be
performed effectively.  The relationship between members of this
micro-culture is deep and multi-layered, and is based largely on a
shared history, shared internalized perceptions and assumptions
about the world, and a shared sense of purpose.  Within such a
system, individuals are tied to one another by powerful, durable,
reciprocal emotional attachments and loyalties that may fluctuate in
intensity over time but nevertheless persist over the lifetime of the
family.



Intro Reading

Families create and indoctrinate new members, and although they
ultimately give these members autonomy and no longer expect them
to live under the same roof, family membership remains intact for
life….the power of the family is such that despite the possible
separation of members by vast distances, sometimes even by death,
the family’s influence remains.  Even in the face of a temporary or
permanent sense of alienation from one’s family, one can never truly
relinquish family membership.

Goldenberg, I & Goldenberg, H (1991)  Family Therapy, 3rd Ed.  Brooks/Cole
Publishing Company,    Pacific Grove, CA, pgs. 3, 4.



• Family Diversity

• Differences and Similarities

• Intimacy



 Factors of Strong
Relationships

• COMMITMENT
 The belief of the life long marriage
 The partner
 The family
 Promoting each other’s happiness and welfare
 Create ideals  Set goals  Makes things

happen



Factors of Strong Relationships

• APPRECIATION
 Help family members feel good about

themselves
 Help family members feel important
 Expression of positive qualities



Factors of Strong Relationships

• GOOD COMMUNICATION
 Direct discussion with family members
 Family members are good listeners
 Fight fairly
 Share feelings



Factors of Strong Relationships

• SPEND TIME TOGETHER
 Enjoy being together
 Active interaction
 What you give your time to is what you love



Factors of Strong Relationships

• STRONG VALUE SYSTEM
 Often strong religious orientation (spiritual

wellness)
 Sometimes community involvement, work,

education



Factors of Strong Relationships

• POSITIVE CRISIS AND STRESS MANAGEMENT
 Unite during a crisis
 Rely on a developed trust in one another
 Find some positive aspect to a crisis

• RESILIENCE
 Rebound from adversity / heal painful wounds

• SELF-EFFICACY
 Positive beliefs about one’s capabilities to be

successful



Cautions of
Relationship Science

• Researchers
 Can carry own bias due to own experience
 Contrary interpretations of similar data

• Marriage and Family Data
 Sample may not represent entire population
 Data only represents those who respond
 Faking good or bad


